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Title word cross-reference

#1 [Ano89a]. #2 [Ano89b]. #6 [Ano89c].

{ [Hoe94, Hoe94]. 5 × 7 [MBG77]. Ω
[Har96, HP98].

1 [Mal95]. 1-2-3 [Ano91a]. 1.3— [Ber96b].
100-font [BN94]. 1000C [Sta87]. 106
[FN85a, FN85b]. 11#4 [Mit92]. 11th
[DC93]. 1993 [SK93]. 1995 [AOM95]. 1st
[Ano93a].

2 [Orr94, Tur00a, Tur03]. 2-D [Orr94]. 2.1.7
[The93]. 208pp [Tho19]. 24-Wire [BM87].
2nd [Ano94a].

3 [Orr94, Tho19]. 3-D [Orr94]. 300-dpi
[Mac91a]. 3800 [BS84, FLS78]. 3D
[Emm95, SFO88].

4.2 [Ano93f].

5.25in [Bec91b].

6670 [Int82].

7th [JN93].

8-bit [Har92]. 855 [Pet86]. '86 [CVP86].
8700/9700 [Xer82a, Xer82b]. 8th [BDV95].

'93 [SK93]. '95
[Ano95a, AOM95, BDV95, Ano95a]. 9541
[SB5988]. 978 [Tho19]. 978-1-61689-572-3
[Tho19].
compendium
[CSS93, K+02, KGR03, KGR07]. Complete
[Sol83, Cen88, Lou91, Lou91].

completeness [Kna96]. Complex
[Cor00, CS87]. Complexity [Ros91].
Components [HH01, WH95]. composite
[Ado89]. compositing [Emm95].
Composition [Sch98b, Sch00, Ken86,
Lam80, LK95, PMZ97]. composizione
[Bec91b]. Compressing [Ros91].
Compression [Ano86c, BHW83, CY92,
IKM82, Won85b, SO94, Wan80, Won85a].
Compression/Decompression [Ano86c].
Computational [All91, Par93a].
Computations [INT91].
Computer [AKWC82, Ano98, AOM95, Car84, Cat83,
DMK69, Gai85, Gos86, Hew85, Her72, Her81,
ICC88, CVP86, LS84, McC91, MNS99,
Ost98, Rie89, Sao86, San87, Sch98b, SK93,
TBLJ90, USE87, USE89, Wag85, YWL89,
ZST84, Ano97b, Bie90, Sea93, TL92a,
Ueh90, WH76, Ber96a, Knu86d, SK93].
Computer-Aided [Car84, LS84, Sch98b].
Computer-Generated [Ost98].
computerisation [Hus95]. Computerized
[Chu84, ST85a, ST85b]. Computers
[Her67, Knu89]. computing
[Ano94e, Ano97b, Hol87, Rie89]. Con
[Bec91b]. Concept
[Kmn81, TKMM96, Knu82]. Condensed
[MHC98, Cen88]. Cone [Kmn81].
Conference [AOM95, BDV95, Des86, Fur90,
ICCS88, IE88, CVP86, IE86, IEE92, Lue85,
Rie89, SK93, Uni00, Ano93a, Ano94e,
Ano94a, Ano94q, TL92a, AGS93a, AGS93b].
Conferences [AH89]. Congress [Pie91].
conjuring [Emm95]. Connect [Ram87].
Connect-the-Dots [Ram87]. Connection
[Uni00]. Connectionist [GSKM92].
connectivity [Krt94]. Considerations
[Bow68, PRB87]. Consortium [Flo94].
Constraint [Ada89, Nel85, Sha03].
Constraint-Based [Nel85, Sha03].
Constraints [Her87, SR98]. Construction
[UM85]. containing [Fau78, Fau80, Fau85,
Fau86a, Fau86b, Fau90]. contenente
[Bec91b]. Context [Ra93, KH94, Ten90].
contextually [Coh93]. Continued
[Ano97a]. Continuity [FB85]. contour
[NSA90, SF95]. Contoured [HWY92].
contribution [Cus11, WH76]. Control
[BS84, FL87, Mac91b, May95, SP87,
Ano92f, Ben93b, Bro91, Pad92, RN94].
controller [Ano90a, Nas94]. convenience
[Dea85]. Convention [Rie89]. Conventions
[Flo94, Tur00b]. Conversion
[Ano96a, BDN83, LL94, Mal94, Mal95].
Convolution [NF87]. cool [Sey94].
Coordinate [Due93a, Dür93a].
Coordinate-independent
[Due93a, Dür93a]. coordinates [WH76].
Corel
[Ano98, Ano93f, Van93a, Ros89, Van93b].
CorelDraw [Van93a, Van92a, Van93b].
Corp [Ano98]. corral [Ano91g]. correcting
[BN94]. corrections [Bar80]. Cost
[BG73, Buy85, Col86, HH83, Gun85, Joc90,
Lin91, Bee83]. Counterpoint [Hal07].
Course [Kre90]. CPU
[KKM+93, KKM+94]. CRAFT [RRW93].
Create [Buy85], creating [Wil06b, WT06b].
Creation [GWW84, Ano94v, McC87].
Criterion [Yi92]. Croatian [Zub96]. Cross
[Bro94]. Cross-platform [Bro94]. CRT
[MRS83, Seb91]. Cruz [Ano94d]. Crystal
[Ano86d]. Crystallographic [AKWC82].
CTEX [Lee94]. Cubic [KMN96, LS84].
Cubics [Kla94]. CUG389 [Gag93].
Culture [Ber02]. curator [Sol87a].
Current [Ueh90]. Cursor [Ano85d]. Curve
[HWY92, IO93, Kok94, LH91, MP94].
Curve-Contoured [HWY92]. Curves
[FBS85, GM83a, Ell89]. CurveSoft [Ano98].
Custom [RS81, Ano92f]. Customizing
[RRW93]. cutting [Kar91]. CVPR
[CVP86]. Cwpr [IBC87]. Cyrillic
[ZZ96, Bee85a, Bee85b, Str93a].
[Phe93, Phe94]. donated [DM92]. don't [Ano92b]. Dot [BM87, DiV84, MBG77, DeC83, Ken86, Niz90, UB95, Wil80].

Dot-Matrix [DiV84, Ken86, UB95, Wil80]. Dots [Ram87]. Douglas [Tho19]. down [War84]. download [Ano88b, Ano88e, Ano88d]. downloadable [Pos89d, Bee83]. downsample [ACG94].

DP [Cat83]. dpi [Mac91b, Mac91a]. Dr. [TBLJ90]. Draft [BDN83, Flo94, Kit84]. Draft-To-Text [BDN83]. Draw [Ros89].


DXF [Gag93]. Dynamic [AB89, AV94, KG77, Sta93a, TKFM95, Coh93]. Dynamo [Bry84]. Dyslexia [RBY16].

Earth [Fau78, Fau80, Fau85, Fau86a, Fau86b, Fau90]. ease [Nas94]. Eastern [Rei93b]. Eastern-language [Rei93b]. Easy [Cam91, Egl90, Emm95, WT06b]. Ecole [AH89]. Economist [Nic91, Nic91].

Ed [Ano94d]. Edge [Rey93]. Edged [WW82]. Edges [Ano91h, Egl91]. editing [Ano93k, Int82, Int83]. Editor [Chi84, Cow87, Sim88, Sym81, TL92b, Alt85, Alt86a, Alt86b, Cyr88, Min83, War84, TS85, VCA87, VCA88, VCG+89, VCGA90].

editoria [Bec91a]. Editorial [AGS93a, AGS93b, And89a]. editors [Her79]. educators [Ano93d]. Effect [RBY16, BSS92, Ken86]. Effects [AMS83, Dea93a, San92, Seh91, DeC83, Ste92, Ten90].

Efficient [IKM82, KB86, Koh89, Lam80, TC92]. EGA [Cha88]. Egyptian [Hug88]. EHE [Yi92].

Eighth [IEE86]. Einstein [Gei15]. Electric [TBLJ90]. Electronic [Fur90, KM89, Mar87, SP87, Xer79, Xer80, Ano93b].

Electrophotographic [BS84]. Element [WH86]. Elements [Con98, SR96, LK95].
[Cha83, DeC83, Sch90]. **Expressiv** [Ano94g, Ano94h, Ano94i]. **extend** [Hol87]. **extended** [Rah93]. **extensibility** [Sta93b]. **Extensible** [Cor00]. **extensions** [Ado89, Pos92b, Bie90]. **Extraction** [HHGH98, SR96, MPZ95, PM93, Par90, TC92]. **eye** [DeC83].

**Face** [Gla04, Ano91h, IEE93]. **faces** [Cen88, Pre57, Wu88]. **fading** [Rei92]. **Fail** [Ast72]. **Fail-Safe** [Ast72]. **failures** [UBR90]. **fairly** [Emm95]. **fait** [And89a]. **fallacies** [Mid95]. **Falsified** [TCLM82].

**Families** [Ano87c]. **Family** [Dak90, DiV84, Lan40, Hew88, Hoe95, MS90b, MS90a, Tob84, Dak90, Ano86f, Ano86g, Ano87b].

**Fancy** [Hof83, Sof87, Hoe95, Min91]. **FAQ** [The00].

**Fast** [Ano90a, Cra90, NF87, Rei92].

**Faulman** [Bar80]. fc [Kna93]. fc-fonts [Kna93].

**Feature** [SR98, TL92b, Par90]. **Feature-Based** [SR98]. **Feature-Rich** [TL92b]. **Features** [HD88a, Emm95, HD88b, Van93a, Ste14, Ste18, Van93b]. **February** [Rei92, VP94b]. **Fédérale** [AH89].

**feedforward** [MRT89]. **Fellowship** [Ano94d]. **FFORTID** [BBG85, SB92].

**fichiers** [TL91]. **Fickle** [Bee81]. **Fiddler** [Ano94a]. fiddling [Sey94]. **Fifth** [USE89].

** Fifty** [Wall13]. **File** [Ano91h, TL91, WDL87, Pos92a, Ano84b, Ano85a, Ano91f, Ano92j, Eg91, Phe93, Phe94, Rok85]. file-tree [Ano91f]. **Filenames** [Mit92, Ber90]. **Files** [LB90, LL94, Pos89a, Pos89b, Pos90, Ano95b, PB03, Fuc81]. fill [SZ95].

**Film** [Hus07, Ano94t]. **Filter** [Ano98]. **Filtering** [NF87]. **Finally** [Kay96, Ano91h]. **Find** [Ano91e, SG02]. finds [Van93a, Van93b].

**Fine** [Con89]. **First** [Ano94j, Luc85, SK93, Kna95]. **Fitting** [Bro98, IO93]. **Fixed** [PZL94]. Fixed-Pitch [PZL94]. **FL** [CVP86, TL92a]. Flow [Pat92].

fluc [Fonxx]. **Flying** [LM91, Emm95].

**Focused** [Yi92]. **Font** [AYO91, AMS83, Ada89, AS89, Adi90, Adl94, Ado87, Pos91a, Adoxx, AM86, And89b, And92, Ano84b, Ano85b, Ano85d, Ano86b, Ano86c, Ano86d, Ano86e, Ano86h, Ano86i, Ano87d, Ano89a, Ano89b, Ano89c, Ano90b, Ano90d, Ano90f, Ano91b, Ano91d, Ano92c, Ano92d, Ano92i, Ano93c, Ano93g, Ano93m, Ano93n, Ano93p, Ano93t, Fonxx, Ast72, Ben93a, BD88, BG99, Big85, BG73, BU74, BHW83, Bro85, Bro98, CK86, CK86, Cha88, CCH88, CM94, Chi84, Ch84, CP91a, CBE74, CFG92, DB93, Dea92b, Dea93a, Dea93b, DM92, Doh81, DL91, Due93a, Due93b, Due94, Dun93b, EM84, Eng87, Fee94, Flo94, Ano93h, Fow73, Fuc81, FK85, FN85a, FN85b, Gei15, Gl90, GL84, GMP92a, HP98, Her89, Hoe94, Hof83, HD88a, HD88b, HZ93, HWY92, JSG78, Jon94, KP87a.]

**Font** [Kar89, Kar94b, Kar94c, KM94, KB86, KP87b, KH94, KH96, Kit84, Km81, Km88b, KM87, Kur93, LB86, LO90, Lee94, LS84, LNN95, LNN00, LZ86, LH91, Mac78, MBG77, Mc84c, Mc91, MO92, MB93, MRS83, Mey94, War84, MN77, MS84, NN89, NNGP89, OO89, PS84, Pan87, Pea92, PZL94, RSW89, RS81, RG93, Rei66, Rei93b, RBY16, RRW93, Ros91, SV73, SZC94, Sha94, Sim88, Sl9a, SP87, SBSG89, Sta98, Ste92, SSST38, Sym81, Tex86, TKE83, TKMK95, TX92, Tim87, Tim88, TCLM82, Tre94, Tri69, TL92b, TA82, UKKS84, U88, UM85, VK93, Wad84, WD87, Wan80, Way92a, Way92b, Way92c, WT92, WB95, Wil80, WH86, Wit88, Wol86, Wol87, Won85a, Won85b, Y92, ZL87, ZI95, dGH89, Ada86, Ada91, Pos89a, Pos89b, Ada92, Pos89c].

font [Pos90, Ado90a, Ado90b, Pos91b, Pos92a, Pos92b, Ado92, Ao90, Alt85, Alt86a, Alt86b, And89a, AB91, AH92, Ghu69, Ano85a, Ano91c, Ano91e, Ano91a, Ano91g, Ano91h, Ano92a, Ano92b, Ano92c, Ano92f, Ano92h, Ano92i, Ano93b, Ano93f, Ano93k, Ano93u, Ano93w, Ano94c, Ano94g, Ano94h, Ano94i, Ano94k, Ano94t, Ano94v, Ano95a, Ano95b, Ano95d, Ano96a, Ano96b,
Ano96c, Anoxx, Ate92, BMU94, BMU95, BN94, Bar86, Bar95, Bee83, Bee82, Ben93b, Ber96b, Bie90, BH93, Bit91, BL94, Bow68, BSS92, Bus92a, Bus92b, Cen88, Cha83, Cyr88, DeC83, Dea92a, Dea92c, Dub90, Dürr93a, EEN90, Emm95, Fen89, Fen91, Fen96, Gar84, Gho84, GL83, GC88, GMP90, GMP92b, Hew88, Hew89, Har92, HFW+96, HN64, Her79, HH86, Hug88, Hyp90. **font** [Int82, Int83, Woo87, Jef93a, Jef93b, Jef94, KMNO89, KNT+01, Kan84, KKM+93, Kay96, Ken86, KKL89, Kla93, Kna86, KNU94, Kok94, Kop93, Lan40, Lar89, cYL88, LK95, Lin95, LCO94, Lor86, Lou91, Min83, MP94, MPZ95, Mac35, MG95, May86, Mcc87, Mic92b, Mic92a, Mid95, Mil81, MS89, MS90b, MS90a, Mod93, MRT89, MS91, NKM089, NNMS94, NN83, Orr94, Pad92, PMZ97, Par93a, Pat94, Pet86, PWH90, Phe93, Phe94, RNR94, Rei92, Ris88, Rok85, Rul87, RS87, San92, SR02, Sea93, Seb91, Sic85, SA86, SB93, So87, Sta93b, Sta87, Sta89, Ste14, Ste18, Str93b, Tay85, Tay91, Ten90, TS85, TL91, TC92, Tut92, UBR90, VCA87, VCA88, VCG+89, VCGA90, Whi27, Whi47, Whi91, Will94, Xer79, Xer80, Xer82a, Xer82b, ZZ96, ZI93, di 95. **Font** [ALS88, Ano94d, Ano94k, Ano94s, FK82, HFW+96, HG84, HK87, McC83, Tob89, LeV81]. **font** [HD88a, San92]. **Font-and** [HD88b]. **font-delivery** [Pat94]. **font-matching** [BL94]. **font-names** [Lan40]. **font-scaler** [Sta93b]. **Font/DA** [ALS88]. **FONTastic** [Alt58, Alt86a, Alt86b, VCA87]. **FontBook** [CS93]. **FontChameleon** [Ano94l]. **fonte** [Lou91]. **Fonts** [Fer90, Ano89b, AB89, Ano90a, Ano91f]. **font** [Ad191, Ano90, AB89, Ano90a, Ano91f, Ano95b, Ano95d, BBK+19, von92a, BH91, BB89, Cam91, CFW82, CY92, CM94, CC83, Col86, CP91b, DH83, Fox16, Gos86, Gri93, GMP92a, HBB95, HH01, HWY92, Kar92, Knu87, Knu89b, Koh89, Mac91b, Mar87, McCo7, Min91, Mit92, MS90c, MH98, NN89, Par88, ST85a, ST85b, Sch92a, SR96, SR98, Sol83, Wil91, von92b, von93, Pos89d, Pos91c, Ano84a, Ano91c, Ano92b, Ano93g, Ano94g, Ano94h, Ano94i, Ash90, Bee85a, Bee85b, Bil87, BSS92, CGP95, Chi88, Cra90, Dar89, DD15, Des84, DM95, DP93, Fer90, Gar10, Gen87a, Gen87b, Gl90, Goo95, GC88, GMP90, GMP92b, Gun85, Har93, Har96, Hea05, Hen89, HB91, Hoe95, Van93a, Hor93, HP93, IWM94, IO93, K+02, KGR03, KGR07, Kna95]. **fonts** [Kna96, Knu86a, Knu90a, Kom91, Lam80, Lev88, Mac91a, Mal94, Mal95, McW87, Nic91, Par90, Pow90, PB03, RM87, San87, Sch88, SR97, Sta93a, Tam89, TBP16, Ueh90, Van93b, Will94, Win90, WH76, YLW89, Zla91, Ano86f, Ano86g, Ano87b, Ano87c, Ber96a, Gl92, Har93, Kna93, LW88, Sau86, Bee81, Ber90, Con89, Knu96, Les85, MG95, MW92, Rah92, Rah93, Tob84, Van88, Won93, WY89, Zub96, Par89]. **FontScope** [Ano98]. **FontWINDOW** [Ano89d]. **Form** [KW93, Cen88, Bee82]. **Format** [PZL94, WDL87, Ade90a, Ade90b, Pos92a, Pos92b, Ade92, But94, Dea92c, Ano84b, Ano85a, Rok85]. **Formate** [Kar92]. **Formats** [Kar92, MO92, Kar94a]. **Fontmatting** [BBG85, SB92]. **Forming** [ZST84]. **Forms** [Upd22, Upd37, Upd62, Upd80, Ada86, HHG97, Van93a, Van93b]. **Formulation** [Moh98]. **FORTRAN** [Her69, Her70]. **Forum** [Hoe94]. **Forward** [Kar92, Kla94, Tre94]. **Found** [Web15a, Web15b]. **Foundation** [Woo87]. **Foundries** [Gre95, K+02, KGR03, KGR07]. **foundry** [Ano93w, Ano93x, Lan94]. **Fount** [Fou91, Dea85]. **Fourth** [USE87], FoxPro
10

[Bro94]. Fractal [IWM94]. Fractured [Kur93]. Fraktur [KW93]. France [Ano87d, Des86, IEE86]. Free [Ano91f, Cas93, KD94, Sey94]. FreeType [Theo90, Theo93, Tur00a, Tur00b, Tur03]. FreeType-2.1.7 [Theo93]. French [Des84]. Frequency [Ten90]. Fun [GSMN93, Kom93]. Full [PRB87, Cen88].Fun [Ano88e, Fau78, Fau80, Fau85, Fau86a, Fau86b, Fau00, Fau04a, Fau04b, KW93].

Geheimnis [SG03]. Geleitwort [Kar92]. GENDRIV [Gun85]. General [Gei15, KNT+01, Par93a, TL19]. Generalization [GSKM92]. Generalized [WDL87]. Generated [Ost98]. Generating [DH83, Hob93, HWY92, Sch92a, BS96, HFW+96, HK87]. Generation [AY091, Ada89, And90, CC83, Her87, HBBG95, Kit84, KM83, MO89, PS84, ST85a, ST85b, SZC94, TKMM95, UKKS84, Van93a, KKL89, Kir05, Kok94, LH91, MP94, MPZ95, Ris88, SZ95, Van93b, Win90, Zla91].


gridfont [GSMN92]. Group [Ara95, GS]. Guidelines [Ara95]. GS [Sim88]. Gudrun [SK11]. Guida [Bec91a]. Guide [Des99, LNN95, LNN00, Raf93, Ado91a, Ado91b, DW90, GMP90, Mc92b, NW83, Tex86, WT06b, Xer79, Xer82a, Xer82b]. Guided [RRW93]. Gutenberg [Kir05].

Guter [SG03]. GVIP [Ike95]. GX [Ano94d, Ano94t].

Hacker [Ra93]. Hackers [Kad11].


Out-of-Focused [Yi92]. Outline [And90, CM94, CP91a, Dea92a, HZ93, KKM+93, KKM+94, RSSW89, Sch00, SR96, Ano96a, Hug88, KMMO89, MP94, MPZ95, NKMO99, PM93, PB03, SR97, Sta93a, Hen89].

Outline-Based [Sch00]. outlined [SZ95]. outlines [Hob93, HP93, SR92]. Output [Ano98, Bro85, DS88, RAK83]. Outrageous [EA87]. overly [Mid95]. Overview [HM78, Kom91]. own [WT06b].

P [Wal05]. PA [IEE93]. Pacific [SK93, Eg90]. Pack [Ano93c, Ano93m, Ano93n, Ate92, Bit91, Hav93, Mic92b, Mic92a, Tim87, Tim88]. Package [RG93, Ano92e, Jef93a]. packages [Ano92a, Ano92h, Emm95]. packages—


partial [Les95, MG95]. party [Ano95a]. Pascal [Kay85]. passion [Web15a]. path [Van93a, Van93b]. path-based [Van93a, Van93b]. Pattern [FN85a, FN85b]. EE86, CVP86, EE86, IE92, KB86].

Patterns [Ano86c, Ost98, PS84]. PC [Ado91a, Ano88a, Ano88e, Pap89a, Pap89b]. PCs [Ano94v, Kay96]. PDF [PB03]. peaceful [Ano91e]. Pen [Pan16]. People [Kay85, RBY16, IEE93]. People/Pascal [Kay85]. peoples [Fau78, Fau80, Fau85. Fau86a, Fau86b, Fau90, Fau94a, Fau94b].


performs [Mid95]. Personal [Ano93p, Big85, KG77, DW90].


Ano94f, Fur90, KM89, Mar87, RM87, Yuz89. punch [Kar91]. Punk [AO89, Knu88b, Knu88a]. Pure [Ano98]. purpose [KNT+01]. Put [Tre94].

QMASTER [Ano98]. Quadratic [SV73]. quadratischer [SV73]. qualité [Mac91a]. Quality [AYO91, AS89, Buy85, DiV84, Mac91b, ST85a, ST85b, SR97, UKK84, Ada91, Ano96a, Lin91, MP94, Mac91a]. quantizer [Ano96c]. Quattro [Van92b].

Pure [Ano98]. Quelle [And89a]. questions [Ano91c]. Quickdraw [Ano94d]. quietwriter [Ano86h]. quill [Tho90].

R6 [Mey94]. RAMTEK [Chi84]. Random [DM95]. Raster [AGS93a, AGS93b, MA91, Cro78b, Cro78a, AH89]. Rasterization [And90, Her89, Dea92a]. Rasterizing [HP93, KMN089, NKMO89]. ratio [Som90].


Recognizers [LB86]. recognizing [FT96]. Rectangular [NF87]. reducing [Dea85]. redux [Ano95a, Hoe94]. Reference [The03, LNN95, LNN00, Mac90]. regard [Mac91a]. regarding [Km96].


Safe [Ast72]. same [Kan84]. sample [War80]. sampler [Hyp90]. San [BDV95, Uni00, VP94b]. Sans [Dam16, Mid95]. Santa [Ano94d]. Save [Mid95]. Saveas [Mid95]. Scalable

...

| table [Bee82, Har92]. tables [WH76]. Tale [Kur93]. talks [Ano97b]. teacher [Ano93d, Ano94b, Pan16]. Technical [Pos89d, Pos89c, Pos91a, Pos91b, Ad90, SR02, Zap07a, Zap07b, IEE93]. technique [Par93a]. Techniques [CKM86, CK86, CY92, LCO94, Wil06b, WH76]. technischer [Zap07c]. Technologies [Pie91, dGH89]. Technology [Ano94w, Ano98, Ben93a, BM87, Kar94b, Lee94, Mey94, Ano94c, Dea92a, Kar94c, KMU94, Ueh90, Wil94, Car10]. Telecommunications [Ano98]. Teleprinter [TA82]. Terminal [GL84, SR80, Ch84, GL83, HM78]. test [Bec91b]. Testing [LB86, MCC83]. \texttt{TeX} [Dés84]. Texas [McC87, Pet86]. \texttt{TeXnicolor} [Ano90e]. |
TEXnology [Pap89a, Pap89b]. Text
[Ano88f, Ano91b, BBG85, CW85, Kur93, LB90, MCP91, PRB87, Ben93b, CGP95, EgI91, EEN90, GV92, Kna95, Niz90, Seb91]. Texts [AM86, MNSJ99, Ste92].

Thai [Str93a], thanks [Mac91a]. Their [MS90c, Upd22, Upd37, Upd62, Upd80, Har98, Pan16, Ste14, Ste18]. Theory [Gei15, Kre90, Ung18]. there [Ano91e]. these [Ano91c]. TheWorldTransliterator [Rei93b]. Three [Hal70, Har98, Pon89]. TI [Pet86].

tighter [Van93a, Van93b]. TIGS [HM78]. Time [Ano93e, Orr94, Sey94].

timesaving [Ano91f]. Tips [Ano91b, Gra83]. titling [Emm95].

TMS34010 [Tex86]. Today [Mum89, Emm95, Mur90]. together [Van93a, Van93b]. Tokyo [AOM95].

Tomorrow [Mum89], too [McC07]. Tool [RRW93, Str93b, TX92, Rul87, Sey94, UB95]. Tools [BK88, Kar94b, Ost98, SD86, Ano90g, Kar94c]. Top [Ano90g, Yuz89].

Topography [MA91]. Toronto [Ano95a, ICC88]. torture [Kmu86e]. Touch [HFW+96]. tough [Ano93b]. Tour [Tei85].

town [Ano91e]. Tpsnew [Pow90]. Tracy [Ano95a]. tradeoffs [Som90]. traditional [And98b]. traditionnelle [And98b].

Transliteration [Rei93b]. Transputer [Ara95, Ara95]. Treacyfaces [Ano94d].

treasure [Hav93]. tree [Ano91f]. Trees [Ano91f]. Treiber [LW88]. Trends [Rie89].

Tri [Pre57]. Tri-Arts [Pre57]. tribute [Pan16].

tricky [Min91]. Troff [IBC87].
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